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Details of Visit:

Author: Dan05
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 14/7/06 1pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Mel Rose
Website: http://www.peterboroughescort.co.uk
Phone: 07768460613
Notes: Formerly worked as Melony

The Premises:

A house on an estate on outskirts of Peterborough. Plenty of parking and was quite quiet when I
was there.

The Lady:

Melony is a red headed, chunky lady, with a nice pair of boobs. Around mid 30s at a guess.

The Story:

Arrived and was greeted and taken upstairs for a quick shower and then into the bedroom.

Melony gave me a massage during which I had access to her nice boobs whilst having a nice chat
about this and that and then I turned onto my front for the quickest owo I have ever had. I am not
kidding when i say it lasted 15 seconds and thats being generous.

A vibrator was then produced and she used it on herself, which really does very little for me, and
then it was onto full sex which finished with her on top.

Melony seems like a nice person, but the super quick oral was a major disapointment and it seemed
that there was no kissing on offer even though it states on her website that it is. She clearly does
not like oral also as it was so brief and giving her oral didnt seem to be an option either.

So for 100 pounds I got a massage, 15 seconds of oral and a shortish session of full sex. Not value
for money, in fact not even close. For comparission Alex of Needham market who i have also seen
is 20 pounds less and provides a much better service. I have seen some cracking girls, Ellie of
Norwich, Nadia, Estelle and Faith of SE really stand out, and maybe I have been spoiled by their
awesome service. For just 30 pounds more I could have had an hour with either of these ladies who
really excell in their work.

Service Provider's Rebuttal
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Melony writes, "Service, 15 seconds of OWO, no kissing, no reverse oral and short session of full
sex. Well that leaves about 59 minutes of chit chat LOL. Seriously once a client has had their
shower, during those first few minutes of back massage I always ask or at least try to ascertain just
what a client likes and doesn?t. I remember clearly on being asked what he liked his reply ?just
normal? on trying to expand on normal there was just no response. So as things progressed I just
watched for signs of enjoyment, as I moved closer ensuring my pussy was within easy reach no
attempt to touch me, I?m thinking well there no chance here of being licked to a climax, will not
even touch me.. When I go down on him, instantly a look of disappointment, so quickly wondering
what I?m doing wrong I produced my vibrator and tried playing with myself and still no sign of
enjoyment on Dan?s part. Guess I read things wrongly and am happy to offer you your next
appointment free. Guys please try to let me know what?s good or bad at the time we?ll all enjoy
things better."
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